Universities still struggle with the ebbs and flows consisting of attracting, retaining and understanding foreign students. Too much focus is put on opinions and statistics around foreign students, which a majority of universities pursue via surveys on their perception of the quality of teaching, their adaptation, or performance appraisal. An approach which is questionable from a sociological point of view, and can be described as a faux pas given that those opinions are taken in most cases out of their contexts and devoid of adequate methods to identify or analyze such opinions, which I argue are mostly influenced by factors outside higher education itself. Therefore, this article suggests the theory of Social Representations (SRs), and some theoretical suggestions to fill the gap related to investigations on foreign students.
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Introduction
It is still unclear whether social representations theory can be described as such, or as a paradigm or concept within social sciences given that it has been portrayed both as pervasive and flexible, especially if
one looks at the number of publications and fields in social sciences using the theory on the Web of Science (WoS). However, no matter which categorization one wishes to assign to them, this does not remove the fact that they allow an approach from the symbolic point of view [11] [9], which is vital for the analysis of meanings emanating from a society.

1. From Durkheim to Moscovici

The notion first emerged with Durkheim, in an attempt to establish sociology as a social science which foundation lies in social facts; but also, to distance it from other social sciences such as biology, psychology and philosophy. Hence, it was important for him to define what a social fact was and was not. According to Durkheim, it is not because a fact is general that it is social, it is because it is social that it is general. And if it is generalized, it is not because of a reciprocal imitation of individuals, is simply because of the second criterion: that is, because it imposes itself on the individuals of a society. To illustrate it, it is not because a way of dressing in a society is general that it constitutes fashion; On the contrary, it is because of fashion that individuals mostly dress in this way, thus, fashion is imposed from the outside on individuals. He also tried to find scientific methods which systematically could have helped him analyze social facts, therefore, putting sociology where he always wished, thus, facing less criticism.

Moreover, he himself recognized the struggle to analyze them, and saw a recurrent question, how to identify a social fact? Which he answered throughout his two arguments on that matter: 1) the forms of crystallization of the social fact, particularly through language such as proverbs, moral rules, legal laws, etc; and 2) the systematic process by which the sociologist can filter the social fact being studied and highlight relations between social events, i.e. the statistical method.

This hassle, however, has started to fade recently with advances in social psychology and perhaps due to preferences for some paradigms to others. However, if in sociology the discussion has declined, social psychologists have elaborated various methods giving more tools to sociologists and social psychologists in the study of SRs, not only to identity them, but also structure them.
A Shift to Social Psychology

At first, Moscovici renamed the concept from collective to social representations because he thought Durkheimian views on representations were limited, i.e. social representations cannot be unified, since cultures are different, and finally because Durkheim’s collective representations did not allow sociologists to study their objects as time evolves.

Thus, to shed more clarity on what kinds of representations he referred to, he argued there should be three conditions to take place to talk about representations. 1) The dispersion of information about the object of representation, which is generally insufficient and overabundant because of the complexity of the object or the social, cultural or educational barriers. Hence, there is a gap between the information needed to allow the knowledge of an object and the information we actually have. It is this difficulty of access to information that would favor the indirect transmission of knowledge and therefore, the appearance of many distortions [15]; 2) the focus of a group or an individual on certain aspects of the object of representation. This focus is a function of the interests and the implication of the individuals vis-à-vis the object. It would thus prevent them from having a global vision. 3) the pressure to the inference exerted by the group. Under the pressure of circumstances and social relations, it would be necessary to take a stand, to build a common and stable code, to obtain the recognition and the adhesion of others. Moscovici’s explanations remained coherent with those of Durkheim. However, the most interesting developments of the theory, research methodology, came after with an extensive elaboration on the theory [12] [6] [10] [5] [7] [21].

As Abric pointed out, the complexity to study representations lies in the type of objects being studied, and the pieces of information, either insufficient or abundant, available to investigate an object [1]. In the same way, topics about education are extremely abundant, and one might assume that the nucleus of students’ social representations have already been approached as such, which appears not to be the case as far as the current literature is concerned, which seems to be on opinions mainly, a remark also made by [25] [12].
The latter authors developed methods which can be used to study the structure and content of representations. However, in sociology less empirical and quantitative methods for this endeavor have emerged, if at all. The theory of representations lost its importance in sociology due to trends internal and external to sociology. The theory has become a cornerstone for social psychologists who have developed methods to study social representations empirically [18].

2. Social Representations outside Education

Social representations can be extremely ambiguous and found in almost all social sciences across various continents under various approaches and terming. In education, little clarification has been put on the term, although very often used to describe a plethora of aspects from within and outside education. For instance, in Asia, America, and Europe, the focus has been on language proficiency to commence studies, adaptation, perception and satisfaction linked to studies and cultural settings[14] [4] [28] [3] [24] [2]. These studies are numerous and simply the views of stakeholders in education without intent to look at the social factors which actually lead to the formation of those images/perception/symbolic aspects of foreign students. Although, studies conducted on social representations of higher education discuss elements of those representations, less are done to explain the reasons behind the formation of social representations. For example, the social representations of teachers/school staff by students [13] [19] [25], to name a few.

Therefore, I argue that the perception of crime of foreign students in Russia, for example, might influence their social representations of the Russian higher education, an argument also supported by Moliner who also argues that individuals can apprehend in terms of citizenship, economic, love or biological motives [16]. Additionally, I suggest that the formation of such representations follows two intertwined patterns. For instance, in the case of crime 1) will depend on the experience as a victim of crime, the educational background; gender(woman) and age of individuals [29], media exposure and punitivity. However, they are not static and may change, that is, the perception might be higher or slower and
vice versa depending on daily interactions rather than experiences with crime. 2) Experiences which in turn coupled with collective consciousness of other objects of societies might aggravate or attenuate the social representations (perception) of crime in Russia. Similarly, the social representations of higher education for the first proposition will depend mostly on the quality of teaching, adaptation of students (interactions with other foreign students via language and cultural assimilation), or ranking of the university, which are mainly discussed in higher education when it comes to social representations practically seen here as perception.

On the other hand, they will depend on social objects not related to education as mentioned above with crime, or mega events, acceptance or rejection in relationships (dating, friendships), or the architecture of the city and a feeling of belongingness, which I argue affect or connect to the social representations of higher education, and this process constantly evolves, a process also described as a driving force of the performance of a representation [22].

3. Methods for analyzing social representations

Lo Monaco discuss the methods available in the study of social representations, and argue that they can be classified under three sets [12], those which study: 1) the content, 2) the structure, 3) the nature of the core (nucleus) of social representations. Most of them are characterized by limitations, thus, to remedy to this lack of robustness, one needs to proceed with a triangulation technique, in other words mix them together, which beforehand requires the analysis of the core of the social representations. I introduce a few of them below, without giving ample explanations which are extremely well detailed by the authors mentioned in this section.

Verbal Association

To describe this method, let us imagine the following scenario. Suppose a group of foreign students at a ‘university A’ are the subjects of a research on representations with the object being their representations of the ‘university A’. The researcher may for instance, 1) ask them which words come first when ‘university A’ comes across their mind. 2) Then, the respondents need to order their answers from the most to the least important, or by order of occurrence. The design of the questionnaire can be adapted depending on one’s objectives in research [20] [23] [25].
For many authors, the argument here is, the most important answers qualify for the centrality of representations, more salient elements come first [25] [26], which can be measured by their frequency and average relevance while proceeding to the ordering (or not) of the elements of the core. However, because many factors can affect the order or frequency of those representations, it is not suitable to identify the structure of the representations of university A, only an idea of the content is given. Additionally, if the group of students being investigated are numerous, to express the same idea, many words might be given, leading to some inaccuracy, as meanings vary among cultures, to stay coherent with Moscovici’s terms, therefore, varying in their relevance. That implies what Lo Monaco et al. refer to as a thematic grouping at times. Another method more or less similar is the questionnaire of characterization [8] which can be used to reinforce the verbal association technique, which somehow is similar to Likert Scale.

**The Attribute-Challenge Technique**

**and Test of Context Independence**

These methods are among the most suitable in the analysis of the structure of social representations and relying on the fact that the core elements of a representation have some symbolism attached to them, characterized by Moscovici, as indispensable and non-negotiable without which social representations lose their meaning [17]. Technically, “it is based on the double-negative principle and can identify whether the lack of a link between the representational element and the object of representation (first negation) is unacceptable (second negation) or acceptable (absence of second negation)” [12]. For example, the researcher looks for the link between elements and the object of the representations, if that link is absent and undesirable to the majority of respondents, thus, those elements are non-negotiable for the definition of the object and is, therefore, central. The methods can be resumed below in the figure on a case study of energy savings [12].

**Characterization**

Another method is the questionnaire of characterization [8]. The first aim of the questionnaire is to identify an existing hierarchy of themes characterizing elements with a strong salience and closer to the object studied, and a similar replication realized by Verges. It is made of a list
of elements whose number is a multiple of 3 or more depending on investigators and what they are studying. Then, the subjects choose the most characterizing elements of the object studied, with the answer coded as number 3. Then, they are asked to choose among the remaining items by selecting a specific number being the least characteristic of the studied object, and they are coded as number 1.

The remaining unchosen elements are coded as number 2. The restriction of choice as argued by Verges, lies on the equiprobability of a statistical model, in other words, the probability of the elements being coded 1, 2 or 3 is equal to 0.33. As a result, there might be three dominating aspects after gathering data. 1) If the distribution of elements shows a J-form, then those elements are central to the representations. 2) a U-form distribution means that the hierarchy of SRs is split into two opposing views, and finally 3) bell-distribution of a Gaussian type showing elements having no relationship with the object of SRs and helping identify the limitations of the meanings of the studied object. Finally, on the one hand to verify that the questionnaire was explanatory enough, results will have to be compared with the probability value of 0.33.

4. Conclusion

This paper aimed at presenting the concept of social representations in higher education from a different angle which has received less focus. Also, some methods that can be used to study those social representations. The main ones on which much attention was were the verbal association and the attribute challenge technique and the questionnaire of characterization. Not all of them were discussed as the use of them depends on researchers and the priority of the objects being socially represented, for instance, Basic Cognitive Schemes (BCS) and Similarity Analysis (SA) also techniques aiming at analyzing representations with the assumptions that cognitive elements are interconnected, therefore looking at the connexity existing between them. However, using them parallelly can provide useful insights, and indeed need to be tested and more developed within the field of higher education to provide more insights on the way foreign students represent higher education in general, and more specifically in Russia.
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